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Ricoh and IBM to Deliver Expanded Services to Customers via Hybrid Cloud

Ricoh selects IBM Services alongside feature-rich IBM Power Systems, furthering the existing
relationship between the companies

EXTON, PA, October 6, 2020 – Ricoh USA, Inc. and IBM today announced a significant expansion of their
existing collaboration to help enable delivery of Ricoh’s innovative information management solutions via the
versatile and powerful IBM hybrid cloud.

Under the agreement, Ricoh will utilize IBM Services to design and implement a hybrid cloud environment that
can empower customers to benefit from Ricoh expertise and advanced technologies, such as the AI-accelerated
IBM Power Systems. This streamlining can help customers increase productivity, enhance process transparency
and simplify complexity, with a single, powerful cloud environment backed by industry-leading expertise. In
addition, IBM’s versatile hybrid cloud capabilities can enable Ricoh to deliver more features and advanced
solutions via the cloud to end users.

Additionally, Ricoh gains the ability to run both IBM POWER applications and VMware services co-located in the
IBM Cloud and offer customers a scalable and cost-effective cloud infrastructure.

Ricoh also intends to tap into the versatile Red Hat OpenShift platform via IBM Cloud to help provide a bridge to
deploy and manage their applications across all cloud providers in its environment. This can enable Ricoh to
deliver more options for customers seeking a fully managed solution.

“For everything from Watson AI integration to running everyday applications, IBM Cloud does so much for so
many businesses around the world. We are in constant conversation with our partners, collaborating on better
ways to serve modern businesses,” said Bob Lamendola, Vice President, Infrastructure and Engineering
Services, Ricoh USA, Inc. “Today, we are making it that much easier for users to leverage the power and
versatility of IBM’s cloud alongside Ricoh solutions in a shared environment, simplifying complexity while
helping to enhance productivity and deliver actionable business insights.”

Ricoh’s innovative technologies are designed help make data accessible to people faster and with more insight
than ever before. This expanded collaboration with IBM helps bring Ricoh’s information management
technology, services and related support to a wider range of customers via IBM Cloud, creating more options for
companies to innovate, no matter where they are on their digital transformation journey.

“Ricoh understands, at a deep and broad level of experience, how to implement, manage and provide ongoing
support for businesses’ digital transformation,” said Bruce Anderson, Global Managing Director, Electronics
Industry, IBM. “This collaboration presents another avenue for customers to take advantage of that experience,
while also opening them up to the incredible possibilities the IBM Cloud provides.”

For more information on Ricoh’s offerings, please visit www.ricoh-usa.com or follow the company's social media
channels on Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn.

https://www.ricoh-usa.com/en
https://www.ibm.com/
https://www.ricoh-usa.com/en
https://twitter.com/ricohtweets
https://www.facebook.com/ricohusa/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/3316


| About Ricoh |

Ricoh is empowering digital workplaces using innovative technologies and services enabling individuals to
work smarter. For more than 80 years, Ricoh has been driving innovation and is a leading provider of
document management solutions, IT services, communications services, commercial and industrial printing,
digital cameras, and industrial systems.

Headquartered in Tokyo, Ricoh Group operates in approximately 200 countries and regions. In the financial
year ended March 2020, Ricoh Group had worldwide sales of 2,008 billion yen (approx. 18.5 billion USD).

For further information, please visit www.ricoh.com.
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